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This book is fantastic! ...The terminology is easy to understand and techniques are explained in a no nonsense format. Excellent for beginners to intermediate photographers. I have had this book for a few months now and through practicing and completing the revision exercises, I have a better understanding of the techniques used for photograhic lighting situations - location and studio.Ã‚Â’ 
Amazon.com reader review of Photographic Lighting --Amazon.com reader review of Photographic Lighting     

Photographic Lighting: Essential Skills offers practical coverage of everything you need to know to understand the characteristics of light and the foundations of photographic lighting, including film, filters, exposure, compensation, zone system and an array of creative techniques. Students and committed amateurs will find sound technical knowledge with inspiring projects. Developing professionals in need of a refresher or a reference need look no further. The authors use terminology that is easy to understand and explain techniques in a clearly written, no nonsense manner. Photographic Lighting: Essential Skills ensures all the fundamentals of lighting are learnt and applied to help improve the use of light in photography and encourage visual expression.                                       

* A variety of activities and assignments throughout the book teach lessons in a creative context that can be applied immediately to develop the professional in you
* Two all new chapters cover the latest post-production and composite imagery techniques and provide the necessary tools needed to refine and improve your photos
* Features online support, including video tutorials and downloadable figure files. It's like having the authors in the room to show you how it's done!     

       For captured and created imagery, TTL and hand-held metering techniques are also   demonstrated. Controlling introduced lighting and ambient light together with advanced metering   techniques and lighting ratios are covered. Illustrated throughout with author and student work,   including a new 8-page color plate section, this is an inspirational guide as well as a highly   structured learning tool.   

       About the Author

John Child lectures in photography at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Australia - the leading photography course in the southern hemisphere. He has worked for many years as a professional photographer, with clients including Ford, Singapore Airlines, American Express and British Airways. Mark Galer is a Senior Lecturer in photography at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Australia. He is also co-writer and teacher on their new online photography courses. He has lectured in photography in the UK and Australia and has worked commercially as a freelance photographer on corporate and editorial assignments. He has written numerous top-selling photography books, including Photography Foundations for Art & Design, Adobe Photoshop Elements 5.0 Maximum Performance and Digital Photography in Available Light. He is an Official Adobe Ambassador for Photoshop and Photoshop Elements.
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Outsider Art: From the Margins to the MarketplaceReaktion Books, 2010

	
		
			The term outsider art has been used to describe work produced exterior to the mainstream of modern art by certain self-taught visionaries, spiritualists, eccentrics, recluses, psychiatric patients, criminals, and others beyond the perceived margins of society. Yet the idea of such a raw, untaught creativity remains a...
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Flex 3 Cookbook: Code-Recipes, Tips, and Tricks for RIA DevelopersO'Reilly, 2008
The best way to show off a powerful new technology is to demonstrate real-world results with it, and that's exactly what Adobe and O'Reilly have done with Flex 3. Through it's Flex Cookbook website, Adobe invited users of the Flex 3 beta to post their own solutions for working with this technology, using O'Reilly's popular...
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PHP Web Services: APIs for the Modern WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		In this age, when it can sometimes seem like every system is connected to every other
	
		system, dealing with data has become a major ingredient in building the Web. Whether
	
		you will be delivering services or consuming them, web service is a key part of all
	
		modern, public-facing applications, and this book is here to help...
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Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial: Learn Rails by ExampleAddison Wesley, 2010

	“Ruby on Rails™ 3 Tutorial: Learn Rails by Example by Michael Hartl has become a must read for developers learning how to build Rails apps.”


	—Peter Cooper, Editor of Ruby Inside


	 


	Using Rails 3, developers...
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The Art of Software Testing, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
At the time this book was first
published, in 1979, it was a well-known rule of thumb that in a typical
programming project approximately 50 percent of the elapsed
time and more than 50 percent of the total cost were expended in
testing the program or system being developed.

Today, a quarter of the century later, the...
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Mastering Structured Data on the Semantic Web: From HTML5 Microdata to Linked Open DataApress, 2015

	A major limitation of conventional web sites is their unorganized and isolated contents, which is created mainly for human consumption. This limitation can be addressed by organizing and publishing data, using powerful formats that add structure and meaning to the content of web pages and link related data to one another. Computers can...
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